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Abstract: Modern distributed systems may nowadays consist of hundreds of thousands of 

computing elements, and system design will go hand-in-hand by means of a partly bottom-up 

approach in which computing elements are glued together into a full-fledged system that can scale 

beyond imagination. This new kind of scalability and complexity poses unprecedented challenges 

for the traditional Binary Decision Diagram (BDD)-based reliability evaluation. In order to evaluate 

the complex structure functions of large-scale distributed systems with limited computational 

resources, a common practice is to truncate the BDD. Using the truncated BDD (much smaller than 

exact BDD), approximate reliability can be calculated. In this paper, an efficient BDD truncation 

algorithm is proposed, which adopts a lazy mechanism and a writeback mechanism to reduce time 

and space consumption of truncation by means of implementing the sharing of sub-BDD. Two 

approximate reliability evaluation methods are proposed, and the corresponding truncation error 

estimators are developed based on the truncation limits or the bounds of exact reliability. A set of 

evaluation procedures are developed for different evaluation requirements. 
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Approximate Reliability Evaluation of Large-scale Distributed Systems 

1   Introduction 

Modern distributed systems may nowadays consist of a large number of computing elements, 

ranging from high-end powerful machines to low-end resource-constrained wireless devices. For 

those large-scale distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer systems and sensor networks, more fully 

decentralized organizations are increasingly emerging, and system design will go hand-in-hand by 

means of a partly bottom-up approach in which computing elements are glued together into a 

full-fledged system that can scale beyond imagination. This new kind of scalability and complexity 

poses unprecedented challenges for the reliability evaluation [1-5]. 

Binary decision diagrams (BDD) are the state-of-the-art data structure to handle Boolean 

models [6,7]. Since their introduction in the reliability field, they have proved to be in many cases a 

very powerful tool. They made possible the assessment of complex Boolean models both 

qualitatively (computation of minpaths and mincuts) and quantitatively (exact calculation of system 

reliability).  

The BDD algorithm has become a very popular method to calculate exact reliability of a small 

or intermediate size reliability problem [8-13]. Since the BDD algorithm is highly time and memory 

consuming, especially for large problems, it has been difficult to solve large reliability problems 

such as complex Boolean models for large-scale peer-to-peer systems and sensor networks. For 

those systems, the exact BDD is very difficult be generated due to the limitations of the 

computational resources. Thus, exact reliability is difficult be calculated. 

A common practice in the evaluation of complex Boolean models is to truncate the BDD 

[14-16]. The BDD truncation is applied efficiently to all BDD operation levels by using the upper 

probabilities. Whenever the upper probability is less than the truncation limit during the recursive 

BDD operation, the remaining recursive BDD operations are cancelled and the calculation returns 

with a sink node. Using the truncated BDD much smaller than exact BDD, approximate reliability 

and truncated minpaths/mincuts can be calculated with limited computational resources.  

In this paper, following three research tasks are considered. 

1) Develop efficient truncation algorithms, which run fast and generate truncated BDD as 

small as possible from complex structure functions of large-scale distributed systems. 

2) Develop practical approximate reliability evaluation methods and the corresponding 

truncation error estimators. 

3) Develop a set of approximate reliability evaluation procedures for different evaluation 

tasks. 

The major contributions of our work are the following ones.  
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1. An efficient BDD truncation algorithm is developed, which adopts a lazy mechanism and a 

writeback mechanism. The lazy mechanism can reduce time and space consumption of truncation 

by means of implementing the sharing of sub-BDD. The writeback mechanism can help us keep a 

maximum sharing, and thus furtherly enhance the performance of truncation. 

2. Two approximate reliability evaluation methods are proposed, and their truncation error 

estimators are constructed based on the selection of truncation limits or the upper and lower bounds 

of exact reliability.  

3. In view of the fact that the choice of the right truncation limits is a result of trade-offs 

between accuracy of the computation and resource consumption, some iterative reliability 

evaluation methods are proposed based on a conservative estimator. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the structure function of 

large-scale distributed systems. Section 3 presents an efficient BDD truncation algorithm. Section 4 

gives two approximate reliability evaluation methods and their truncation error estimators. Section 

5 presents a set of reliability evaluation procedures for different evaluation tasks. Finally, Section 6 

concludes our paper with an outline of our future work. 

  

2   Structure function 

We consider large-scale distributed systems that satisfy the following hypotheses: 

•  The system may be decomposed into multiple hierarchical layers. That is to say, the 

decomposition of system structure can be performed recursively, until basic computing elements are 

obtained. 

•  In a given instant the state of each element may be only one of the following: up (working) 

or down (faulty). 

•  In a given instant the state of the system may be only functioning or faulty and depends only 

on the state of its elements. 

We consider a large-scale distributed system composed of n computing elements ei, i = 1, 

2, . . . , n. We associate with each element ei a state variable xi such that: 

1, if the element  is in a good state

0, if the element  is faulty            

i

i
i

e
x

e


 


                  (1) 

The set of elements can be identified as e = {e1, e2, . . . , en} and the state of set of elements, 

denoted by (x), as the n-tuple (x1, x2. . . . xn). 

(x)= (x1, x2. . . . xn)                           (2) 

There are 2n possible n-tuple of (x) due to the 2n different states of the set of elements. Let y be 

the state variables of the system such that: 
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1, if the system is up    

0, if the system is down
y


 


                          (3) 

The variable y depends on (x) and there exists a Boolean function f depending on n variables 

called “structure function”. The “structure function” allows to describe behavior of system 

reliability depending on the efficiency of its elements. We denote the structure function by  

1 2( ) ( , . . . . )ny f x f x x x                            (4) 

In this paper, six real life structure functions are used to validate the algorithms and methods 

presented in the following sections. These structure functions are from different origins (p2p 

system, sensor network, clouding computing infrastructure, etc.) and present a wide range of 

structure specificities. Table 1 shows the number of computing elements and the number of 

hierarchical substructures of those functions. 

 

Table 1 Summary characteristics of six real life structure functions 

 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 

Num. elements 61 458 362 311 311 186 

Num. substructures 122 435 475 173 194 233 

 

It is found that following substructure patterns are very popular in real life structure functions 

of large-scale distributed systems [17-20], including above six structure functions. 

1) Series structure 

By a series structure we mean a system composed of n elements. If any one of the elements 

fails, the entire system fails. 

The function of a series structure is: 

1 2( )  . . . ny f x x x x      

2) Parallel structure 

By a parallel structure, we mean a system composed of n elements. As long as not all of the 

elements fail, the entire system works. 

The function of a parallel structure is: 

1 2( )  . . . ny f x x x x      

3) Series-Parallel structure 

By a series-parallel structure we mean a system composed of n subsystems in series, where 

subsystem i consists of mi elements in parallel, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The system functions successfully if 

and only if all subsystems function successfully. Further, each subsystem functions successfully if 

at least one of its elements functions successfully. 

4) Parallel-Series structure 
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By a parallel-series structure we mean a system composed of m subsystems in parallel, where 

each subsystem consists of nj elements in series, j =1, 2, . . . , m. The system functions successfully 

if at least one of the subsystems functions successfully. Further, each subsystem functions 

successfully if and only if all its elements functions successfully. 

5) K-out-of-N structure 

By a K-out-of-N structure, we mean a system composed of n elements. The system functions 

successfully if at least k of the n elements function successfully. 

The function of a 2-out-of-3 structure is: 

1 2 1 3 2 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y f x x x x x x x        

6) Non Series-Parallel structure 

By a non series-parallel structure, we mean a system with a general structure. The non 

series-parallel structure can often be found in network subsystem. Consider the network subsystem 

in Fig.1. The structure function of network 1-7 connectivity can be expressed as: 

1 2 3 7 1 5 6 7

1 2 4 6 7 1 3 4 5 7

( ) ( )
( )           

( ) ( )

x x x x x x x x
y f x

x x x x x x x x x x

       
 

          

 

Fig.1. a non series-parallel system 

 

3   BDD Algorithms 

3.1   Exact BDD algorithm 

A BDD is a directed acyclic graph where a Shannon decomposition is implemented at every 

node. The Shannon decomposition is succinctly defined in terms of the ternary If-Then-Else (ITE) 

connectives as 

1 0 1 0( , , )F ite x F F xF xF                                   (5) 

In the structure function to exact BDD conversion, the BDD operation is recursively performed 

on the higher priority variable x as 
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1 0 1 0

1 1 0 0

1 0

1 0

( , , ) ( ( , , ), ( , , ), )

( , ( , , ), ( , , )

                             ( , ( , , ), ( , , )

( , ( , , ), ( , ,

ExBDD F G op ExBDD ite x F F ite y G G op

ite x ExBDD F G op ExBDD F G op

ite x ExBDD F G op ExBDD F G op

ite y ExBDD F G op ExBDD F G op

    

   
    

  

 

 

)  

if x y

if x y

if x y


 
  

      (6) 

where <op> is Boolean operator∧ or ∨.  

Table 2 gives the exact BDD algorithm for above recursive BDD operation which is borrowed 

from [7, 21]. Two hash tables are used: unique-table and computation-table.  

 

Table 2. Exact BDD algorithm 
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17 

18 

19 

ExBDD (F , G, op)= 

If( ( F=0 ) or ( F=1 ) or ( G=0 ) or ( G=1 ) ) 

        Return Terminal_case( op , F , G ) 

If ( computation-table has entry { < op , F , G > , T } ) 

        Return T 

If ( x=y )  

H1←ExBDD ( op , F1 , G1 ) 

        H0←ExBDD ( op , F0 , G0 ) 

If ( x<y )  

H1←ExBDD ( op , F1 , G ) 

        H0←ExBDD ( op , F0 , G ) 

If ( x>y )  

Swap(x, y) 

H1←ExBDD ( op , F , G1 ) 

        H0←ExBDD ( op , F , G0 ) 

   If (H1= H0 ) return H1 

    H←find-or-add-unique-table ( x , H1 , H0 ) 

Insert-in-computation-table ( { < op , F , G > , H } ) 

Return H 

 

For maintaining the strong canonical form, the unique-table maps a triple <x, H1, H0> to a 

BDD node H encoding ite(x, H1, H0). Each node in the BDD has an entry in the unique-table. 

Before a new node is added to the BDD, a lookup in the unique-table determines if a node for that 

function already exists. If so, the existing node is used. Otherwise, the new node is added to the 

BDD and a new unique-table entry is made.  

For suppressing the repetition of the same calculation <op, F, G>, the computation-table maps 

a triple <op, F, G> to a BDD node H encoding <op, F, G>. Thus, <op, F, G> will be performed only 
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if the computation-table does not have an entry for this calculation. With this table the algorithm 

‘learns’ in some sense from the calculations it performs: the more calculations it has done, the more 

efficient it is. 

While BDD are compact representations for structure functions, they can reach exponential 

size with regard to the number of variables for some functions. There are several reasons why this 

occurs. One of the reasons is that a bad ordering was chosen for the variables when the BDD was 

constructed. The size attained by a BDD is influenced greatly by the variable ordering chosen, 

however finding the best variable ordering during BDD construction is NP-complete [22,23]. Given 

a function with n variables, one ordering may require exponential number of nodes in BDD, while 

other may be linear in size [7]. The other reason is that there exist actually monotone Boolean 

functions that their BDD is exponential in size for any variable ordering [24]. 

 

3.2   Truncated BDD algorithm 

Since exact BDD algorithm is highly time and memory consuming, a common practice in the 

evaluation of complex structure functions is to truncate the BDD. In the structure function to 

truncated BDD conversion, the truncation is applied recursively to all BDD operation levels by 

using the upper probability p as follows. 

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 0

1 0

1

( , , , )

( ( , , ), ( , , ), , )

0

( , ( , , , * ), ( , , , *(1 ))

( , ( , , , * ), ( , , , *(1 ))

( , ( , , , * ),

x x

x x

y

TrBDD F G op p

TrBDD ite x F F ite y G G op p

ite x TrBDD F G op p p TrBDD F G op p p

ite x TrBDD F G op p p TrBDD F G op p p

ite y TrBDD F G op p p TrBDD

 
  

    


    
  0

 

 ,

 .

( , , , *(1 ))  .y

if p TL

if x y p TL

if x y p TL

F G op p p if x y p TL


  
  
     

 (7) 

where px and py denote the probabilities of variables x and y. 

Whenever the upper probability p is less than the truncation limit (TL) during the recursive 

BDD operation, the remaining recursive BDD operations are cancelled and the calculation returns 

with a Truncation_node as sink node 0. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient truncated BDD algorithm for above recursive BDD 

operation as shown in Table 3. In order to improve the truncation performance, a lazy mechanism 

and a writeback mechanism are used. 

The lazy mechanism make the computation-table map a triple <op, F, G> to a BDD node H 

encoding <op, F, G> and the current upper probability p:  

1) Calculation <op, F, G> will be performed and the calculated BDD H together with <op, F, 

G> and p will be stored in the computation-table if the computation-table does not have an entry for 

calculation <op, F, G>. 
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2) If { <op, F, G>, T, p’ } exists in the computation-table and the stored p’ ≥ the current p, the 

current <op, F, G> is not performed and the calculation returns with T. If the stored p’ < the current 

p, the current <op, F, G> will be performed and the entry { <op, F, G>, T, p’ } in the 

computation-table is updated using the new calculated BDD H and p, i.e., { <op, F, G>, H, p }. 

 

Table 3. Truncated BDD algorithm 
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TrBDD (F , G, op, p)= 

If ( F=0 or 1 ) or ( G=0 or 1 ) or ( F=G ) )     

Return terminal_case ( op , F , G ) 

If (computation-table has entry (< op , F , G > , T , p’ ) )  /*  lazy mechanism  */ 

If ( p’ ≥ p ) return T 

If (p < Trunction_limit )                   

Return 0 

If ( x=y )  

    H1←TrBDD ( op , F1 , G1 , p×px ) 

    H0←TrBDD ( op , F0 , G0 , p×(1-px ) ) 

If ( x<y )  

H1←TrBDD ( op , F1 , G , p×px ) 

    H0←TrBDD ( op , F0 , G , p×(1-px ) ) 

If ( x>y )  

Swap(x, y) 

H1←TrBDD ( op , F , G1 , p×px ) 

    H0←TrBDD ( op , F , G0 , p×(1-px ) ) 

If (unique-table has entry (<x , H1, H0>, < ?, ?, ? >, T ))  

compare-and-update-unique-table (<x , H1, H0>, < op , F , G > ) 

Else 

 If (computation-table has entry (< op , F , G > , T , p’ ))  

If (unique-table has entry (<y, T1 ,T0>, < op , F , G >, T ) for T=<y, T1 ,T0>)  

/*  writeback mechanism  */ 

update-bdd-table (<y, T1 ,T0>, (<x , H1, H0>) 

delete-unique-table (<y, T1 ,T0>, < op , F , G >, T ) 

             Else 

                   T←add-bdd-table ( x , H1, H0 ) 

add-unique-table ( x , H1, H0, < op , F , G >, T} ) 

add-or-update-computation-table ( { < op , F , G >, T , p } ) 

Return T 

 

The lazy mechanism can reduce time and space consumption of truncation by means of 

implementing the sharing of sub-BDD in final truncated BDD and entries in computation-table. 
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However, when computing the truncated BDD for a very small truncation limit, for the same <op, 

F, G>, many calculations <op, F, G, p1>, <op, F, G, p2>, <op, F, G, p3>, …, <op, F, G, pn> with 

p1<p2<p3<...<pn may have to be performed in a row, with one important consequence: there is no 

substitution operation. Thus, the lazy mechanism can ensure that there is only one entry in 

computation-table for all <op, F, G> calculation; however, there is still several truncated sub-BDD 

for the same <op, F, G> calculation stored in final truncated BDD. 

In order to reduce the final truncated BDD size, there should be as few as possible truncated 

sub-BDD copies for <op, F, G> calculation under different p. The basic idea of our improvement is 

“writeback”: i.e. to replace previously stored sub-BDD by currently generated larger sub-BDD, in 

order to keep only one sub-BDD copies for <op, F, G> calculation in the final truncated BDD. Thus 

the maximum sharing is achieved, and this maximum sharing is not sensitive to the performing 

order of calculations: <op, F, G, p1>, <op, F, G, p2>, <op, F, G, p3>, …, <op, F, G, pn>, and thus 

furtherly enhance the performance of truncation. 

However, there is a trap which can be described as follows: Assume we have already 

performed the calculation <op, F, G> under p1 with the sub-BDD H1 and that we just calculated the 

calculation <op, F, G> under p2<p1 with the sub-BDD H2. The writeback of H2 to replace H1 in 

the BDD table may lead to incorrect global result when H1 is also the result of third different 

calculation <op, I, J> under p3, which has nothing to do with <op, F, G>. Therefore, the writeback 

mechanism should replace only result of calculation <op, F, G>, and it is very difficult to keep only 

one sub-BDD copies for <op, F, G> calculation in the final truncated BDD. To implement the 

writeback mechanism correctly, the unique-table should be revised to help us avoid the wrong 

replacement: <op, F, G> is also incorporated into the unique-table, which maps a triple < x, H1, H0> 

to a BDD node H=ite(x, H1, H0) and the corresponding <op, F, G>.  

 

3.3   Performance Comparison 

Now, performance comparison between the exact BDD algorithm and our BDD truncation 

algorithm are performed. Six real life structure functions given in Section 2 are solved with two 

kinds of calculations: 

1. Exact reliability ER calculations by the exact BDD algorithm.  

2. Approximate reliability AR calculations by our BDD truncation algorithm with truncation 

limits that are 10-i (2≤ i ≤10) times smaller than the exact reliability, i.e., the truncation limits are 

calculated by the multiplication of the scaling factor 10-i and the exact reliability.  

The experimental data of running time and storage usage of these two algorithms are collected. 

Table 4 shows the comparison results. Row “Ratio of running time” gives the running time ratio 
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between the exact algorithm and our truncation algorithm. Row “Ratio of storage usage” gives the 

storage usage ratio between the exact algorithm and our truncation algorithm. It can be concluded 

that: 1) As we expect, our BDD truncation algorithm is able to reduce time and space consumption 

for various truncation limits over a very large range, and the improvement in performance largely 

depends on the structure function itself. It can achieve significant improvement for F3, F4, and F5; 

however, it only shows mild improvement for F6. A more comprehensive study of the relationship 

between performance improvement and structure specificities will be performed in our future work. 

2) With the decrease of truncation limit, less BDD nodes are truncated and the decreasing ratios 

converge to 1. 

 

Table 4. The performance comparison of exact and truncation BDD algorithms 

Truncation limit 1.0E-2*ER 1.0E-4*ER 1.0E-6*ER 1.0E-8*ER 1.0E-10*ER

Ratio of running time 6.22214 2.13893 1.70877 1.01536 1.01632 
F1 

Ratio of Storage usage 1.05969 1.05413 1.05413 1.04435 1.03358 

Ratio of running time 5.62483 4.27777 2.45263 2.62012 1.40221 
F2 

Ratio of Storage usage 1.18994 1.17168 1.12555 1.12555 1.06906 

Ratio of running time 54.1642 62.4822 19.237 6.64693 6.83765 
F3 

Ratio of Storage usage 3.93325 3.93325 3.47036 2.67572 2.67572 

Ratio of running time 94.5817 102.165 30.762 14.9675 15.1406 
F4 

Ratio of Storage usage 2.17696 
2.17696 2.10547 1.93455 1.93455 

Ratio of running time 99.8201 100.919 30.6241 10.7062 9.78096 
F5 

Ratio of Storage usage 2.42211 2.42211 2.33734 2.14717 2.14717 

Ratio of running time 3.36026 3.98436 1.90226 1.84621 1.05170  

F6 Ratio of Storage usage 1.06056 1.051239 1.051239 1.02503 1.02503 

*All variable probabilities are 0.001. 

 

4   Approximate reliability evaluation 

The truncation operation in (7) is: whenever the upper probability p is less than the truncation 

limit during the recursive BDD operation, the remaining recursive BDD operations are cancelled 

and the calculation returns with a Truncation_node as sink node 0. We call this kind of truncated 

BDD algorithm “Zero-oriented truncation algorithm (ZTA)”. 
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With the truncated BDD obtained by ZTA algorithm, approximate reliability ARZTA can be 

calculated using following recursive procedure. 

1 0 1 0*Pr( ) (1 )*Pr( ) ( , , )

Pr( ) 1 1

0 0

x xp F p F F ite x F F

F F

F

  
 
 

              (8) 

where px denotes the probability of variable x. 

It can be found that: what above Zero-oriented truncation algorithm (ZTA) do is to change the 

sink node 1 of some disjoint paths in exact BDD to the sink node 0 and obtain a reduced truncated 

BDD. Thus, by comparing calculated approximate reliability ARZTA and exact reliability ER, 

following inequation is hold. 

ARZTA ≤ ER                              (9) 

The truncation error TE for ARZTA is 

TE=| ER- ARZTA |                         (10) 

Given that ARZTA is never larger than ER, the absolute-value bars can be removed as follows: 

TE=ER- ARZTA                           (11) 

For the complex structure functions, it is impossible to calculate the TE due to the unknown 

ER, an approximate measure is required to estimate the TE.  

Given ARZTA calculated using truncation limit TL, in order to estimate truncation error TE, we 

can calculate another AR’ZTA using another slightly larger truncation limit TL’ (TL’>TL), and then 

build an estimator TE* as follows: 

TE*=| ARZTA - AR’ZTA |                        (12) 

 

Table 5. Results of ARZTA, TE and TE*for F1 

Index Truncation limit ARZTA TE (X, Y) TE* 
1 ER *E-01 4.0187045528E-05 5.0302981145E-08 NA NA 
2 ER *E-02 4.0188830389E-05 4.8518119939E-08 (1, 2) 1.7848612066E-09
3 ER *E-03 4.0231810940E-05 5.5375694116E-09 (2, 3) 4.2980550527E-08
4 ER *E-04 4.0233074666E-05 4.2738427982E-09 (3, 4) 1.2637266134E-09
5 ER *E-05 4.0236325647E-05 1.0228621488E-09 (4, 5) 3.2509806494E-09
6 ER *E-06 4.0237055195E-05 2.9331401715E-10 (5, 6) 7.2954813162E-10
7 ER *E-07 4.0237284319E-05 6.4189741907E-11 (6, 7) 2.2912427524E-10
8 ER *E-08 4.0237333265E-05 1.5244364812E-11 (7, 8) 4.8945377096E-11
9 ER *E-09 4.0237343193E-05 5.3157801782E-12 (8, 9) 9.9285846336E-12
*Each variable probability is randomly generated and smaller than 0.001. ER=4.0237348509E-05. 

 

Now, we apply above evaluation method to structure function F1. Nine ARZTA data samples 

are calculated with different truncation limits. The truncation error TE and its estimator TE* are 

calculated for eight data-pair (X, Y) and listed in Table 5. It can be found that: 1) With the decrease 

of truncation limits, TE* and TE continue to decrease, that is to say, ARZTA continues to increase 
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until it converges to ER. 2) With the decrease of truncation limits, TE* does not continue to 

decrease. For example, TE*(3)> TE*(2) and TE*(5)> TE*(4). 3) For six of eight TE* data, the 

estimator is conservative, i.e., TE*>TE. For the remaining two TE* data, TE*(2) and TE*(4), the 

estimator is optimistic, i.e., TE*<TE. 

As a synthesis of above results, we know that the truncation error estimator TE* is an unstable 

estimator and it should be used very carefully in practice due to that its efficiency heavily depends 

on the selection of truncation limit TL’. 

Now, consider that what will happen if we cancel the remaining recursive BDD operations and 

returns with a Truncation_node as sink node 1 instead of sink node 0. It can be found that: this 

One-oriented truncation algorithm (OTA) will change the sink node 0 of some disjoint paths in 

exact BDD to the sink node 1 and obtain a reduced truncated BDD.  

Using a given truncation limit, approximate reliability AROTA can be calculated using OTA 

algorithm, and following inequation is hold. 

AROTA ≥ ER                              (13) 

Using ARZTA, the lower bound of ER, and AROTA, the upper bound of ER, approximate 

reliability AR can be calculated as follows 

 AR= (AROTA + ARZTA)/2                      (14) 

The truncation error for AR is 

TE=| ER- AR |                           (15) 

In order to estimate TE, we build an estimator TE# as follows: 

TE#= (AROTA - ARZTA)/2                     (16) 

It is obvious that TE# is a conservative estimator. That is to say, for any truncation limit, 

TE#>TE is hold. The approximate reliability AR and the conservative estimator TE# are used in the 

following section. 

 

5   Application 

5.1   Type 1: evaluation with given truncation limit  

Large Boolean models have in general many sum-of-disjoint-products (SDP). However, an 

inspection of all of them would take centuries and not all SDP are equally likely to occur. Cutoffs 

on probability can be applied to keep only SDP those contribute significantly to the risk. As an 

approximation, SDP of probability less than a given truncation limit can be discarded without much 

consequences. Thus, let us consider such a reliability evaluation task: Given a truncation limit, 

calculate approximate reliability and estimate truncation error. 

As shown in Table 6, this evaluation procedure consists of three steps: 1) calculate 
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approximate reliability AROTA using OTA algorithm, 2) calculate approximate reliability ARZTA 

using ZTA algorithm, 3) return with AR and TE#. 

 

Table 6. Evaluation procedure with given truncation limit  
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ReliabEvaluation (f, TL)= 

Trunction_limit = TL 

Truncation_node = 1 

AROTA← BDDEvaluation(BDDGen (f)) 

Truncation_node = 0 

ARZTA ←BDDEvaluation(BDDGen (f)) 

 Return [(AROTA + ARZTA)/2, (AROTA - ARZTA)/2] 

 

BDDEvaluation (F)= 

If F=0,  Return 0 

If F=1,  Return 1 

Else /* F=ite(x, G, H) */ 

      Return Px* BDDEvaluation(G) + (1-Px)* BDDEvaluation(H) 

 

BDDGen (f)= 

If f is a variable x 

 Return R=find-or-add-ite-table(x, 1, 0); 

Else /* f=op{ f 1, f 2, …, f m} 

  F ←BDDGen (f 1); 

   For j from 2 to m 

      G ←BDDGen (f j); 

       F ← TrBDD (op, F, G, 1) 

Return F 

 

5.2   Type 2: evaluation without truncation limit  

For those systems, the exact reliability is not able to be generated due to the limitations of the 

computational resources, and it is required that our approximate reliability must be as accurate as 

possible in stead of being given a truncation limit. Thus, let us consider such a reliability evaluation 

task: under the available computational resources, calculate approximate reliability as accuracy as 

possible and give truncation error estimate.  

As shown in Table 7, this evaluation procedure is achieved by performing type 1 evaluation 

many times. With the decrease of truncation limits, the calculations of the lower and upper bounds 

of ER continue to be done until they exhaust the computing resources. Then, the latest bounds are 

used as the “most” narrow interval to output AR and TE#. 
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Due to the limitations of the computational resources, exact reliability ER can not be 

calculated. Thus, the truncation limits can not be calculated by the multiplication of the scaling 

factor 10-i and ER as shown in Table 5. Here, we use the procedure GuessAR to calculate a very 

rough approximate reliability as the initial truncation limit. Thus, the following decreasing 

truncation limits can be calculated by the multiplication of the scaling factor 10-i and the initial 

limit. 

 

Table 7. Evaluation procedure without truncation limit  
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ReliabEvaluation (f)= 

Init_limit ← GuessAR(f); 

AROTA← 1; 

ARZTA ← 0; 

While (1) 

 Trunction_limit = Init_limit× 10-i 

    Truncation_node = 1 

 NewAROTA ← BDDEvaluation(BDDTrunction(f)) 

    Truncation_node = 0 

 NewARZTA ←BDDEvaluation(BDDTrunction(f)) 

    If both NewAROTA and NewARZTA are valid;     

AROTA ←NewAROTA; ARZTA ←NewARZTA; 

Else   

Return [(AROTA + ARZTA)/2, (AROTA - ARZTA)/2]   

 

GuessAR (f)= 

If f is a variable x Return Px 

Else /* f=op{ f 1, f 2, …, f m} 

 If op = ‘|’ 

      Return GuessAR (f 1)+ GuessAR (f 2)+…+ GuessAR (f m) 

 If op = ‘&’ 

    Return GuessAR (f 1)* GuessAR (f 2)*…* GuessAR (f m) 

 

5.3   Type 3: evaluation with accuracy requirement 

In practice, another type of reliability evaluation task we often encounter is as follows: 

calculate approximate reliability with accuracy not bad than the given requirement. The given 

accuracy requirement is often defined as 

Accuracy = TE/ER                               (17) 

As shown in Table 8, this evaluation procedure uses a binary search method. Here, we use 
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TE#/AR to estimate the accuracy of the obtained approximate reliability because TE and ER are 

unknown. The binary search is performed with truncation limits on the scope of [Init_limit×10-1 , 

Init_limit×10-boundary]. The output result is always calculated with the limit as large as possible. That 

is to say, if all the tried limits can generate AR satisfying the given accuracy requirement, the output 

result is calculated using the Init_limit×10-1. On the other hand, if no valid AR can be generated with 

these limits, the output result is “failed”. 

 

Table 8. Evaluation procedure with accuracy requirement  
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ReliabEvaluation (f, Accuracy, Boundary)= 

Init_limit ← GuessAR(f); 

beg ← 1 

end ←Boundary 

While beg ≤end 

 mid = (beg + end) / 2; 

 Trunction_limit = Init_limit × 10-mid 

 Terminal_node = 1 

 AROTA← BDDEvaluation(BDDTrunction(f)) 

    Terminal_node = 0 

 ARZTA←BDDEvaluation(BDDTrunction(f)) 

 If beg = end 

   beg = end+1; 

 Else 

  If (AROTA - ARZTA)/(AROTA + ARZTA) < Accuracy 

   If beg+1 = end 

          beg ← end+1; 

       Return [(AROTA + ARZTA)/2, (AROTA - ARZTA)/(AROTA + ARZTA)] 

Else  

          end ← mid; 

  Else  

   beg ← mid+1; 

  Return {failed } 

 

The reason for generating valid results with the limit as large as possible is that larger limit 

tends to generate smaller truncated BDD. We know that the smaller the truncated BDD, the more 

efficient subsequent evaluation using it is likely to be. So it is of a great interest to get truncated 

BDD as small as possible. 

As an illustration of above evaluation approach, five structure functions F2-F6 are used. With 

the available computational memory (suppose that we can only store 500 000 BDD nodes) and the 
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reasonable boundary 15, all results for different accuracy requirements are listed in Table 9. It can 

be concluded that: 1) For F2-F5, approximate reliability satisfied all predefined accuracy 

requirements can be calculated. 2) For F6, our approach can only reach an accuracy of 1E-3 with 

the limited computational resources.  

 

Table 9. Evaluation results of F2-F6 

 Accuracy 1E-1 1E-2 1E-3 1E-4 1E-5 

 Boundary 15 15 15 15 15 

Trunction_limit 1.46796E-04 1.46796E-07 1.46796E-07 1.46796E-10 1.46796E-10

AROTA 1.32675E-01 1.30518E-01 1.30518E-01 1.30483E-01 1.30483E-01

ARZTA 1.24727E-01 1.30367E-01 1.30367E-01 1.30481E-01 1.30481E-01

OTA BDDSIZE 3309 25745 25745 122167 122167 

F2 

ZTA BDDSIZE 2605 23377 23377 125768 125768 

Trunction_limit 1.74824E-07 1.74824E-07 1.74824E-10 1.74824E-10 1.74824E-13

AROTA 4.42248E-02 4.42248E-02 4.39245E-02 4.39245E-02 4.39227E-02

ARZTA 4.34862E-02 4.34862E-02 4.39187E-02 4.39187E-02 4.39226E-02

OTA BDDSIZE 16084 16084 53657 53657 129587 
F3 

ZTA BDDSIZE 19839 19839 91002 91002 181804 

Trunction_limit 1.32846E-07 1.32846E-10 1.32846E-10 1.32846E-10 1.32846E-13

AROTA 2.07289E-02 2.03340E-02 2.03340E-02 2.03340E-02 2.03315E-02

ARZTA 2.02435E-02 2.03300E-02 2.03300E-02 2.03300E-02 2.03314E-02

OTA BDDSIZE 14812 49309 49309 49309 119800 

F4 

ZTA BDDSIZE 12740 50546 50546 50546 128399 

Trunction_limit 1.99157E-07 1.99157E-10 1.99157E-10 1.99157E-13 1.99157E-13

AROTA 2.06550E-02 2.02939E-02 2.02939E-02 2.02912E-02 2.02912E-02

ARZTA 2.02146E-02 2.02898E-02 2.02898E-02 2.02911E-02 2.02911E-02

OTA BDDSIZE 14422 54561 54561 140933 140933 

F5 

ZTA BDDSIZE 12242 56007 56007 149513 149513 

Trunction_limit 1.42139E-013 1.42139E-013 1.42139E-013 1.42139E-014 1.42139E-015

AROTA 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006

ARZTA 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006

OTA BDDSIZE 298127 298127 298127 

F6 

ZTA BDDSIZE 300017 300017 300017 

Failed 
 

Failed 
 

* All the variable probabilities are 0.001. 

 

To better understand this type of approximate reliability evaluation, the whole evaluation 

process of F6 is specified in detail as shown in Table 10. Given that boundary=15, approximate 

reliability will be calculated several times with different truncation limits. For the accuracy 
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requirements of 1E-1, 1E-2 and 1E-3, valid results are generated in the 3rd round. But, the 4th round 

is still performed because that the evaluation is forced to output results with the limit as large as 

possible. For the accuracy requirements of 1E-4 and 1E-5, the results generated in the 3rd round are 

still very inaccurate. Thus, the following rounds should be performed. The output result is “failed” 

due to that even the 5th round can not generate valid results. 

 

Table 10. Detailed evaluation results of F6 

 Accuracy  1E-1 1E-2 1E-3 1E-4 1E-5 

{beg, mid, end} 1, 8,15 1, 8,15 1, 8,15 1, 8,15 1, 8,15 

Trunction_limit 1.42139E-016 1.42139E-016 1.42139E-016 1.42139E-016 1.42139E-016

AROTA 

ARZTA 

OTA BDDSIZE

ZTA BDDSIZE

Round 
1 

TE#/AR 

Failed Failed Failed Failed Failed 

{beg, mid, end} 1, 4,8 1, 4,8 1, 4,8 1, 4,8 1, 4,8 

Trunction_limit 1.42139E-012 1.42139E-012 1.42139E-012 1.42139E-012 1.42139E-012

AROTA 1.68211E-006 1.68211E-006 1.68211E-006 1.68211E-006 1.68211E-006

ARZTA 1.12098E-006 1.12098E-006 1.12098E-006 1.12098E-006 1.12098E-006

OTA BDDSIZE 102126 102126 102126 102126 102126 

ZTA BDDSIZE 93932 93932 93932 93932 93932 

Round 
2 

TE#/AR 2.00182E-01 2.00182E-01 2.00182E-01 2.00182E-01 2.00182E-01

{beg, mid, end} 5, 6,8 5, 6,8 5, 6,8 5, 6,8 5, 6,8 

Trunction_limit 1.42139E-014 1.42139E-014 1.42139E-014 1.42139E-014 1.42139E-014

AROTA 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006

ARZTA 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006

OTA BDDSIZE 298127 298127 298127 298127 298127 

ZTA BDDSIZE 300017 300017 300017 300017 300017 

Round 
3 

TE#/AR 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4

{beg, mid, end} 5, 5,6 5, 5,6 5, 5,6 7, 7,8 7, 7,8 

Trunction_limit 1.42139E-013 1.42139E-013 1.42139E-013 1.42139E-015 1.42139E-015

AROTA 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006 1.18444E-006

ARZTA 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006 1.18235E-006

OTA BDDSIZE 298127 298127 298127 298127 298127 

Round 
4 

ZTA BDDSIZE 300017 300017 300017 300017 300017 
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TE#/AR 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4 8.830525E-4

{beg, mid, end} 8, 8,8 8, 8,8 

Trunction_limit 1.42139E-016 1.42139E-016

AROTA 

ARZTA 

OTA BDDSIZE

ZTA BDDSIZE

Round 
5 

TE#/AR 

Stop Stop Stop 

Failed Failed 

* All the variable probabilities are 0.001. 

 

6   Conclusion and further research 

The design of modern distributed systems nowadays will go hand-in-hand by means of a partly 

bottom-up approach, and computing elements are glued together into a full-fledged system that can 

scale beyond imagination. In order to evaluate the complex structure functions of large-scale 

distributed systems with limited computational resources, this paper proposed 1) an efficient BDD 

truncation algorithm to reduce time and space consumption of truncated BDD generation, 2) two 

approximate reliability evaluation methods and the corresponding truncation error estimators, 3) a 

set of evaluation procedures for different requirements. 

The most interesting further work, in our minds, is as follows: 

1) find the relationship between performance improvement and structure specificities. 

2) extend the BDD truncation practice to multistate systems and multiphase systems. 
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